Union College Student Course Evaluation Form v31
Course name

Course number

Instructor name

Term and year

Please comment on the following aspects of the course and the instructor’s teaching. Evaluations become available for faculty members’
consideration upon submission of final grades.
Course Instruction:
1. The instructor’s presentation and explanation of the material in class was:



extremely clear
quite clear
somewhat clear


slightly clear


not at all clear


somewhat


slightly


not at all

3. This course enabled me to grow intellectually, artistically, or in terms of skill:



a great deal
considerably
somewhat


slightly


not at all

Please elaborate:

2. The instructor stimulated my interest in the course material:


a great deal
considerably
Please elaborate:

Please elaborate:

4. Doing the assignments (problem sets, essays, projects, reports, in-class exercises, etc.) helped me learn: [select only one]






a great deal
a considerable
some
very little
practically nothing
There were no
amount
assignments
Please elaborate:


I did not do the
assignments

5. The planning and structure of this course was:


very organized
quite organized


somewhat organized


slightly organized


not at all organized

Please elaborate:

6. The assigned readings (textbooks, articles, novels, anthologies, etc.) helped me learn: [select only one]





a great deal
a considerable
some
very little
practically nothing
amount


There were
no readings


I did not
do the readings

Please elaborate:

Course Challenge:
7. How much challenge did this course involve?


a great deal
a considerable amount


some


very little


practically none


very little


practically none


slightly necessary


not at all necessary

Please elaborate:

8. How much thought and effort did assignments and/or exams in this course require?



a great deal
a considerable amount
some
Please elaborate:

9. To what extent was regular attendance necessary for learning in this course?



extremely necessary
quite necessary
somewhat necessary
Please elaborate:

Interaction:
10. The instructor was available for help during posted office hours or by appointment: [select only one]





a great deal
often
sometimes
rarely
practically never
of the time


I did not seek out
the instructor.

Please elaborate:

11. How useful was the feedback the instructor provided on graded work?



extremely useful
quite useful
somewhat useful


slightly useful


not at all useful


rarely


practically never

Please elaborate:

12. Graded work was returned within a reasonable time period:


a great deal of the time
often


sometimes

Please elaborate:

13. As a result of this course, my writing ability improved: [select only one]



a great deal
a considerable
some
amount


very little

Please elaborate:

Overall:
14. Based upon your experience in the course, please comment on this instructor's teaching overall.


not at all


The course involved
little or no writing

Student effort:
A. The approximate number of hours per week you spent working outside of class, excluding laboratory work if taught separately:







0-2 hours
3-4 hours
5-6 hours
7-8 hours
9-10 hours
11-12 hours
13 hours or more
B. The approximate number of classes you missed during the term:



no class missed
1-2 classes
3-4 classes
C. How prepared were you for class?


extremely prepared
well-prepared
D. How active were you in class?

extremely active


very active

E. How much effort did you give in the course?


my best effort
substantial effort


5-6 classes


7 classes or more


somewhat prepared


not very prepared


not at all prepared


somewhat active


not very active


not at all active


some effort


a little effort


practically no effort

Student Information:
Expected Grade (select only one):


A

Class:


FY


A-


B+


B


SO


B
JR


C+


C

SR


C-


D/F

Graduate

Gender:
Major, if declared:
I took this course because:
(Indicate all that apply)






it was a major requirement
it was a General Education requirement
I liked the instructor
some other reason:

 it was a minor requirement
 I was interested in the course material
 I needed a course

The format of this course was:
(Indicate all that apply)






lecture with lab component
discussion-based
language acquisition
WAC / WS

 seminar
 lecture-based
 workshop

